Boxing’s greatest trainer reveals all

In My View from the Corner, Dundee delivers a candid, behind-the-scenes look at his involvement in some of boxing’s most controversial and historic moments.

Pulling no punches and telling it like it really was, Dundee breaks decades of silence to reveal how he had to talk Ali into not quitting during his first fight with champion Sonny Liston; the truth about the “phantom punch” that KO’d Liston in their rematch; what he did and did not do to assure an Ali victory against George Foreman during their “Rumble in the Jungle” in Zaire; how Howard Cosell filed a false report about the Ray Leonard-Roberto Duran fight that will not die to this day; the mob’s influence on boxing; his true feelings on Ali’s conversion to Islam; and what it was like to train Russell Crowe for his role in Cinderella Man.

• Foreword by Muhammad Ali, who remains one of the most popular athletes of all time
• New afterword for the paperback edition from fan favorite and former heavyweight champion George Foreman
• Coauthor and fellow Boxing Hall of Famer Bert Sugar is well known as a sportswriter and TV commentator
• World-famous sports artist LeRoy Neiman has contributed original artwork for the cover

Angelo Dundee (Miami, FL) was inducted into the International Boxing Hall of Fame in 1994.

Bert Randolph Sugar (Chappaqua, NY) is the former editor of Ring Magazine and Boxing Illustrated and publisher of Fight Game magazine.

Related McGraw-Hill Title:

Davis: Papa Bear: The Life and Legacy of George Halas Paperback • 16.95
978-0-07-147741-3 • 0-07-147741-1
THE BAFFLED PARENT’S GUIDE TO FIX-IT DRILLS FOR YOUTH SOCCER

Robert Koger

The Rx for soccer success—a fully illustrated, prescriptive guide for parents and coaches who want to step up their game

New in the popular Baffled Parents series, this diagnostic handbook for youth soccer coaches and parents offers the most effective solutions to the most common problems, from individual weak spots to team execution. Organized by skill-set, the book includes diagrams and instructions for warm-ups, cool-downs, and specialized drills for improving dribbling, shooting, offense, defense, goalkeeping, and more. Written by a soccer coach with over 25 years experience, it also includes a general overview of the sport, with helpful coaching hints and strategies for bringing out the best in every player and team.

- Prescriptive format, focusing on problem areas and how to fix them
- Easy-to-follow instructions, broken down into purpose, preparations, player needs, practice drills, execution, and coaching advice
- Teaches how to effectively assess weaknesses
- Diagrams throughout to illustrate formations

Roger Koger (Holiday, TX) has coached soccer for more than twenty years, in youth recreation and club programs. He is certified by the United State Soccer Federation and served as league commissioner for several different soccer programs.

Related McGraw-Hill Title:

Koger: 101 Great Youth Soccer Drills
Paperback • $16.95
978-0-07-144468-2 • 0-07-144468-8
PERFECT PHRASES FOR SPORTS COACHES
Ralph Pim

The phrases coaches need to turn players into winners

Whether it’s the first day of practice or the final moments before a game, regardless of the sport, Perfect Phrases for Sports Coaches provides coaches with phrases that effectively communicate key ideas to their teams. Organized by situation, this strategic communication tool covers the experiences that are common to all coaches: motivation, discipline, preseason expectations, skill development, handling pressure, as well as dealing with parents, administrators, and officials.

With this handy guide, coaches can grab their team’s attention and successfully convey key directives on the field and in the locker room—without having to rely on tired old clichés. These are the phrases that do more than motivate—they bring victory.

• Ralph Pim is the author of three coaching titles
• Perfect for amateurs, full-time educators, and coaches dealing with both experienced and developing teams

Ralph Pim (Pomona, NY) is the division chief for competitive sports in the Department of Physical Education at the United States Military Academy at West Point. He was a collegiate coach for over 25 years and is the author of three books: Own the Zone, Coaching Team Basketball, and Winning Basketball.

Related Title:
Kuchar: Coaching High School Basketball
Paperback • $18.95
978-0-07-143876-6 • 0-07-143876-9
Everything you need to enjoy America’s most popular sport

New to the Utterly Confused series, this step-by-step football guide makes understanding the most popular American sport a breeze. It provides new fans or spouses of die-hard fanatics with the ins and outs of what’s going on on the field as well as insight into the historic rivalries, traditions like “the wave”, and the greatest moments in both college and professional leagues.

Readers of Football for the Utterly Confused will get in-depth coverage of everything from the basics to history—with special call-out boxes that draw attention to key moments and elements of the game. New fans will be able to follow games or schmooze with their boss about the big play or latest draft pick.

• Football is the most popular American sport, with an expanding international fan-base
• Both authors have over 60 years combined coaching experience
• Summarizes each chapter for easier reference and retention

Tom Flores (Los Angeles, CA) is the former head coach and general manager of the NFL Seattle Seahawks. He has earned five Super Bowl Rings—more than any other person.
Bob O’Connor (Los Angeles, CA) has coached football for more than 40 years. He is a professor at Pierce College in Los Angeles and the author of 17 books on health and physical education.

Also by Tom Flores:

Coaching Football
Paperback • $19.95
978-0-07-143914-5 • 0-07-143914-5
SECOND EDITION

THIS OLD BOAT

Don Casey

Turn a run-down fiberglass boat into a first-class yacht

Since it first appeared in 1991, Don Casey’s This Old Boat has helped tens of thousands of sailors refurbish older fiberglass boats and has become a revered classic among boat rehabbers. This second edition is revised from first page to last with new information on electrical systems, diesel engines, refrigeration, resins, plumbing and more. Plus, more than 600 newly created illustrations enhance the book’s beauty as well as its utility.

• Whether they’re skilled or unskilled, Casey’s readers will learn how to find the right boat at the right price, map out an affordable renovation plan, work with fiberglass, canvas, and plastic, and much more

• More than 50,000 copies of the first edition sold since 1991

• This major revision brings the book up to date with respect to electrical systems, engines, refrigeration, resins, plumbing, and more

Don Casey (Hialeah, FL) combines three decades of sailing, a keen eye for detail, irrepressible good humor, and an elegant writing style to deliver transparently simple and always reliable how-to advice for boaters. He is a regular contributor to SAIL and Good Old Boat magazines.

Other books by Don Casey

Don Casey’s Complete Illustrated Sailboat Maintenance Manual
Hardcover • $59.95
978-0-07-146284-6 • 0-07-146284-8

Sailboat Electrics Simplified
Hardcover • $21.95
978-0-07-036649-7 • 0-07-036649-7
FIBERGLASS BOAT REPAIRS ILLUSTRATED
Cosmetic and Structural Repairs for Sail- and Powerboat Hulls and Decks
Roger Marshall

Step-by-step color photo guidance for repairing and renewing fiberglass boats

Few boat owners have the experience to work with fiberglass, meaning repairs must be done by high-cost professionals or left undone. This entry-level guide uses full-color, step-by-step photo sequences and line drawings to present the basics in easily digested form. Boat owners will learn how to:

• Save money and time doing their own fiberglass repairs
• Improve the value, appearance, and safety of their boats
• Work with materials such as polyester, epoxy, fiberglass, carbon fiber, and core materials
• Fix annoying leaks; repair cracks; restore gelcoat; fabricate new components

Roger Marshall (Jamestown, RI) is an accomplished yacht designer, competitive sailor, and author of 12 yachting books. After designing for the renowned firm of Sparkman & Stephens, he established his own design company, where he has designed sailboats and powerboats from 15 to 65 feet. Project manager in 1987 for the Courageous America’s Cup team, he has written some 600 articles for boating magazines worldwide and is chair of the publications committee for the Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers.

Related McGraw-Hill Title:
Casey: Sailboat Hull & Deck Repair
Hardcover • $21.95
978-0-07-013369-3 • 0-07-013369-7
A soup-to-nuts introduction to small, economical sailing craft

Trailer sailers—the smallest, most economical sailboats with sleeping accommodations—are a popular platform for learning the basics of sailing and are often considered to be the entry level to cruising under sail. Author Brian Gilbert shows how trailer sailers can be the ideal craft for a lifetime of enjoyment, including serious, long-distance cruising. This book covers all the bases, including how to inspect, buy, and equip a boat; how to trailer, sail, navigate, and cruise in small boats; how to use communications and navigation equipment; and more.

• A buyer’s guide provides specifications and images of all new trailer sailers on the market, and many popular used models
• Emphasis on simple solutions will save the reader thousands of dollars

Brian Gilbert (Chattanooga, TN) is a lifelong sailor who lived aboard a Catalina 27 for four years. His total restoration of a basket-case trailer sailer is documented in his book Fix It and Sail, and he is a frequent contributor of how-to articles for magazines such as Good Old Boat, Small Craft Advisor, and DIY Boatowner.

Related McGraw-Hill Titles:

Seidman: The Complete Sailor
Paperback • $16.95
978-0-07-057131-0 • 0-07-057131-7

Gilbert: Fix It and Sail
Paperback • $19.95
978-0-07-145809-2 • 0-07-145809-3
Restore that “showboat” look to tired gelcoat, canvas, brightwork, upholstery, metalwork, and more

Boat cleaning isn’t as simple as taking a can of kitchen cleanser and scrubbing away, and improper procedures can cause damage to the boat or the environment. This is the only stem-to-stern guide to all aspects of boat cleaning and detailing. The book recommends both generic and brand-name cleaning and maintenance materials to help boaters make the right selections. Lots of before-and-after photos show boaters how to:

• Keep their boats looking great and protect market value
• Achieve maximum results with minimum work and environmentally safe methods.
• Use tables and checklists to keep work organized and efficient

Natalie Sears (Bellevue, WA) founded Deckhand Detailing just after completing high school in 1990. After a several-year hiatus to earn a business degree at the University of Washington and work for Microsoft as a marketing manager, she re-established Deckhand Detailing in 2002 and achieved immediate success once again, hiring staff and contracting her services to boatyards and marinas as well as boat owners and professional yacht captains. She writes a popular monthly column on boat cleaning for Norwesting, a Pacific Northwest boating magazine.

Related McGraw-Hill Title:
Lindsey: Quick & Easy Boat Maintenance
Paperback • $15.95
978-0-07-134325-1 • 0-07-134325-3
Work-around solutions and emergency repairs that will get your boat home when all else fails

Practical Boat Mechanics belongs onboard every boat that has a gasoline, diesel, inboard, or outboard engine. This practical collection of fast fixes enables you to repair failed machinery with basic tools under adverse conditions. Designed and written for non-mechanics, it also presents do-it-yourself maintenance procedures and schedules that will prevent most problems from occurring.

• Troubleshooting charts lead the reader graphically to the mechanical problems that correspond to the symptoms being experienced. These charts are cross-referenced to the pages where appropriate solutions can be found.

• The balance of the troubleshooting information is organized around the five senses (what you can see, hear, smell, feel, taste), thus furthering its appeal to the non-mechanically inclined.

• Work-around fixes get you out of any mechanical jam using ordinary tools and materials found on most boats. These include how to get fuel to your engine by gravity when the fuel pump breaks; how to replace a head gasket with a cheerios box; and how to replace a fan belt with a rope.

Ben L. Evridge (Port Angeles, WA) spent 20 years maintaining the 1,200 fishing vessels of Kodiak, Alaska, keeping them running in one of the world’s most challenging marine environments. He is a regular contributor to National Fisherman.
The comprehensive reference for every racing sailor

Paul Elvstrom Explains the Racing Rules of Sailing has accompanied sailors to regattas since 1965. This new edition of the book—known to all simply as “Elvstrom” and famous for its plastic boats and wind arrows—incorporates the complete text of the International Sailing Federation’s (ISAF) 2008 rules changes. It features color-coded explanations and interpretations of the rules with the help of two-color bird’s-eye-view drawings. It also offers a full-color chart of race signals, a graphic quick-reference locator for the rules, a summary of recent rules changes, and procedural notes for filing a protest.

• Since 1965, the most established and widely recognized rules-interpretation book on the market
• Instantly recognizable for its heavy vinyl jacket containing plastic sailboats and wind arrows for protest hearings

Soren Krause is a leading authority on sailing rules, a frequent judge on international regatta committees, and a member of the ISAF rule-making authority.
In 1775 General George Washington secretly armed a handful of small ships and sent them to sea against the world’s mightiest navy

From the author of the critically acclaimed Benedict Arnold’s Navy, here is the story of how America’s first commander-in-chief—whose previous military experience had been entirely on land—nursed the fledgling American Revolution through a season of stalemate by sending troops to sea. Mining previously overlooked sources, James L. Nelson’s swiftly moving narrative shows that George Washington deliberately withheld knowledge of his tiny navy from the Continental Congress for more than two critical months, and that he did so precisely because he knew Congress would not approve.

• Details an important but rarely mentioned event in American history
• With thorough research and literary grace, this book shows how Washington’s singular act of independence helped keep the Revolution alive in 1775

James L. Nelson is the author of Benedict Arnold’s Navy, as well as several novels that take place during the age of the sailing navies. His novel Glory in the Name won the American Library Association’s W.Y. Boyd Literary Awards for Best Military Fiction.

Also by James L. Nelson:

Nelson: Benedict Arnold’s Navy
Paperback • $15.95
978-0-07-148987-4 • 0-07-148987-8
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